Big data is an inspirational area of research that involves best practices used in the industry and academia. Challenging and complex systems are the core requirements for the data collation and analysis of big data. Data analysis approaches and algorithms development are the necessary and essential components of the big data analytics. Big data and high-performance computing emergent nature help to solve complex and challenging problems. High-Performance Mobile Cloud Computing (HPMCC) technology contributes to the execution of the intensive computational application at any location independently on laptops using virtual machines. HPMCC technique enables executing computationally extreme scientific tasks on a cloud comprising laptops. Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER) with the force fields calculations for molecular dynamics is a computationally hungry task that requires high and computational hardware resources for execution. The core objective of the study is to deliver and provide researchers with a mobile cloud of laptops capable of doing the heavy processing. An innovative execution of AMBER with force field empirical formula using Message Passing Interface (MPI) infrastructure on HPMCC is proposed. It is homogeneous mobile cloud platform comprising a laptop and virtual machines as processors nodes along with dynamic parallelism. Some processes can be executed to distribute and run the task among the various computational nodes. This task-based and databased parallelism is achieved in proposed solution by using a Message Passing Interface. Trace-based results and graphs will present the significance of the proposed method.
Introduction
Big data challenges are opportunities for the academic as well as for the industry. Data processing and analytics of highperformance computing machinery provide the possibilities for designing complex business models, highly scalable and reconfigurable systems. The main interest of this research is to provide researchers with desktop-based machines or virtual machines, having the capacity of massive processing to run the jobs that require high-end hardware like supercomputers.
Cloud computing can be used to fulfil the requirements for the computation-intensive jobs.
Cloud computing running programs that run across homogeneous platforms on multiple nodes consists of multiple virtual machines. MPI provides parallel computing software infrastructure, task-based and data-based parallelism. This solution is cost-effective and efficient as compared to previous ones. Cloud computing data security and privacy are enhanced by using the Single Sign-On approach. This approach uses identity management techniques like OAuth, Figure 1 : Multimedia big data particular levels [4, 5] . OpenID, and SAML for the enhancement of cloud users' security and privacy [1] . The main challenges are content management, security, transmission, information retrieval, and mining in multimedia databases [2] . While redefining the possibilities of molecular dynamics and AMBER [3] , cloud computing has engaged big data and enlightened potential solutions for various digital earth problems in geoscience and relevant domains such as social science, astronomy, business, and industry as shown in Figure 1 .
In this research, energy calculation of AMBER force fields of molecular dynamics has been selected to prove the concept. This method is used to have an estimation of molecular structures and energies for confirmations of physical properties. The Internet is the primary source of the multimedia data produced on a large scale and freely available.
The features of cloud computing and their utilization to support characteristics of big data are summarized Table 1 .
Molecular dynamics is a computer-based recreation of the developments of particles considering N-number of atoms as an N-body reenactment. The atoms and particles associated with each other for a characterized time frame, accordingly, furnish us with a perspective of the translational developments of molecules. In the regular adaptation of reproductions, Newton's conditions of movement for an arrangement of N-communicating particles are unravelled numerically to watch the directions of iotas and atoms. The strengths between the particles and potential vitality are ascertained by utilizing any one sort of compelling fields of subatomic mechanics. It is a procedure of hypothetical physical science that was considered in the decade of 1950s, yet it is received right now for synthetic and physical investigation, materials science examination, and the displaying of biomolecules [6] .
7 Vs of Big Data
The cloud and IoT data are growing exponentially, that is, previously in kilobytes, megabytes, and gigabytes. The big data that was previously comprised of 4 Vs, but now it is pretty well changed into 7 Vs data, which are velocity, variety, variability, veracity, visualization, value, and volume. Molecular dynamics contains the massive volume of unstructured and structured data referred to as big data. The term "big data [3] " is originated from the web companies and they had to query the loosely structured large shared data. Big data is composed of seven principal terms, which signify its importance. These terms are velocity, variety, variability, veracity, value, volume, and visualization. Velocity shows the speed of data generation, processing, and storage. It depicts the data that can be accessed with enough speed.
Variety is the most significant challenge in big data and is a range of structured, semistructured, and unstructured data. These data sources have many data types like XML, audio, video, SMS, and sensor data. The organization of the data is the not an easy task; mainly when the data types are different, data format is heterogenetic; multifactor data values and probabilistic data are also available for processing. Variability is different from the variety and veracity like the taste of six different blends of coffee at the shop. Since data meaning is continually changing, metadata also changes accordingly on homogenization of data.
Veracity means to ensure the data that is required for processing is accurate and keep away bad, dirty data from collecting into systems for execution, like entering false and incorrect names and wrong contact information into databases. Visualization is an essential and critical element of big data. The sophisticated data visualization uses graphs, charts, modeling tools, and techniques with reported chockfull formulae and numbered values.
Value is the most effective element of the big data after putting whole effort and addressing the volume, velocity, variety, variability, veracity, and visualization. The organization must be getting values from data which is beneficial for setup. Big data now possibly define the data in zettabytes and yottabytes. The volume of data is currently increasing in gigabytes per minutes.
The big data are retrieved from heterogeneous and multiple resources, as well as their ingredients. Therefore the complexity of data is the core concern. The big data must be cleansed, matched, transformed, and linked into chosen formats before processing [7] . The other examples are Facebook and Twitter, which are generating data through user social interaction [8] .
There are numerous techniques to figure out the energies and constraints; one path is by computing the traditional compelling fields or a quantum hypothesis at close level. The number count and the speeds of particles are introduced with starting self-assertive qualities that match the aggregate entirety of dynamic energies of the framework, which, thus, is further managed by the required temperature of reproduction. By having the estimations of the drive on every molecule, we can ascertain the increasing speed of every particle in the entire framework. Count of the integral of Newton's conditions of movement then decides a direction that depicts the quickening, position, and speed of the iotas and atoms which shift with time. The standard estimations of properties can be computed by keeping in view these directions. It is known as a deterministic strategy for figuring. In this technique, the speeds and positions of every single iota are utilized. By running the reenactment, these qualities can be ascertained for any moment of time. The time moment can browse the future or the past. Subatomic elements recreations are tedious and computationally costly if accomplished for expensive frameworks [9] . Molecular dynamics reproduction is one of the fundamental techniques in the domain of subatomic rebuilding and is utilized for subatomic examination [10, 11] . Atomic reenactments give us dependable association in force fields. They help us to learn the plainly visible thermodynamic properties of particles, for example, compressibility, inward vitality, weight, warm extension, particular warms, pliable and shear modulus that can be assessed. It is finished by utilizing the infinitesimal level data acquired by the aftereffects of reenactments [10] .
Specific commands are utilized to extricate force field information from the prototypical model. It is also used for the vitality expression or capacity calculation of the particular model. This specific vitality expression is the condition that communicates the possible vitality on the surface of a specific model. This is portrayed as an element of its nuclear directions. The sum of valence or reinforced and nonfortified associations can be communicated as the potential vitality of a framework. The corner ordinarily represents the energies required in valence connections to corner terms. These energies are named as bond extend term ( bond ), valence point twist term ( angle ), dihedral edge torsion term ( torsion ), and reversal ( inversion ) terms. These vitality terms are a piece of all constraint fields vitality estimations for covalent frameworks as shown in Figure 2 .
The val is represented the by
The interactions' energy of the nonbonded atoms is calculated by considering van der Waals ( vdW ), electrostatic ( Coulomb ), and hydrogen bond ( hbond ) terms as shown in
AMBER is a method with force fields energy calculation for molecular dynamics. The equation for this type of force fields energy calculation defines the total potential energy of the molecules. The AMBER in minimization of the bond stretching energy is shown in Figure 3 . This force is dependent concerning the position and its potential derivative of the equation to calculate this energy is called a functional form of AMBER. The AMBER force fields functional form is described as the equation mentioned below [12, 13] :
where is the Angle Constant; is the angle bend; is the well depth; is the bond constant; is the torsion angle; is the torsion constant; 0 is the natural bond length; is the bond length; is the charge on ; is the charge on ; and is the phase factor. The expression on the right-hand side of AMBER force fields functional form is described in detail as follows: [14, 15] (i) Summation over bonds is the first term, used to calculate the energy of the atoms that are bonded covalently. This harmonic force is also known as ideal spring force. It gives us good approximation close to the bond length equilibrium, but this force becomes poorer as the distance between atoms increases. (ii) Summation over angles is the second term, used to present the energy, which is due to the geometrical placement of electron in orbitals involved in covalent type bonding. (iii) Summation over torsions is the third term, used for the representation of the energy due to twisting a bond as a result of the bond order, double bonds, and neighbouring electrons in lone pairs or bonds. A solo bond can have one or more than one term; for example, the total torsional energy can be expressed as a Fourier series. (iv) Double summing for and is the fourth term, used to express the nonbonded energy among all the pairs of atoms. This term can further be decomposed into two terms: the first term of the summation is van der Waals forces and the second term of the summation is electrostatic energies.
The equilibrium distance ( 0 ) with depth ( ) is used for calculating the van der Waals energy, and equilibrium distance is 0 ensured by the factor of 2, in the calculation.
Terms of , where 0 = 2 1/6 ( ), are sometimes used for the reformulation of energy. It may be used for example, in the implementation of the soft-core potentials [16] .
The researcher reported in this investigation that the computation-intensive architecture was used free from geolocations for the computation of the Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER) with the force fields calculations for molecular dynamics. The proposed scheme is also useful for providing mobility to the calculation of the computation-intensive jobs, where Internet connectivity is not possible. The proposed methodology is providing software based instead of previously proposed solutions, which are costly and hardware based and setup is more critical. This proposed solution is composed of open source platform which minimized the computation cost.
Literature Review
OpenCL is embraced by Apple, Intel Xeon Phi, Qualcomm, Samsung, Vivante, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), Altera, Nvidia, and ARM Holdings [17, 18] . The force fields figuring is an experimental computation technique proposed to give evaluations of structures and energies for adaptations of particles. The enhancement and conformities required to run the computation-intensive jobs need a testbed composed of very costly hardware. The investigation is also helpful for the exascale calculation in future [5] . The technique depends on the presumption of "common" bond lengths and points, deviation from which prompts strain, and the presence of torsional connections and appealing or potentially terrible van der Waals and dipolar powers between nonfortified molecules [19] . The strategy is called experimental drive field gullible.
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Molecular dynamic (MD) progression is a computer recreation of physical developments of particles and atoms with regard to N-body reproduction [20] . The iotas and particles are permitted to collaborate for a timeframe, giving a perspective of the movement of the molecules. In the most widely recognized adaptation, the directions of atoms and iotas are numerically dictated by measuring Newton's conditions of movement for an arrangement of interfacing particles, where subatomic mechanics characterizes drives between the atomic particles and potential vitality compelling fields. The strategy was initially considered inside theoretical physical science in the late 1950s, yet is connected today for the most part to synthetic material science, materials science, and the displaying of biomolecules [21] .
Electrostatic energy can be used here to assumes single point charge in the equation. It means that a single point charge can represent both electrons and protons in an atom or in the case of parameter sets that employ point charges and electron lone pairs. If we consider a conventional molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, the most processor-hungry job is the calculation of the force field energies as a function of the internal coordinates of atoms and molecules that are under considerations. In the evaluation of that energy, the noncovalent and nonbonded energy calculations are a most computationally intensive part. In the view of complexity, big " " notation of the MD calculations is scaled by ( 2 ). This expression is valid only if we explicitly consider all pair-wise electrostatic and van der Waals interactions for force fields energy calculation [22] .
One may assess the energies and powers utilizing traditional drive fields or a chose level of quantum hypothesis. By and by, the iotas are allocated beginning speeds that comply with the aggregate dynamic vitality of the framework, which, like this, is directed by the carved reproduction temperature. From the information of the compel on every molecule the increasing speed of every particle in the framework can be decided. Incorporation of the conditions of movement then yields a direction that depicts the positions, speeds, and increasing speeds of the particles as they differ with time. From this direction, the normal estimations of properties can be resolved. The technique is deterministic; once the positions and speeds of every molecule are known, the condition of the framework can be anticipated, whether later on or in the past. Subatomic elements reproductions can be tedious and computationally costly [23] . Atomic progression (MD) recreation is one of the essential strategies in the subatomic reproduction world [24] . Through atomic reenactments with reliable communication compelling fields, the naturally visible thermodynamic properties, for example, weight, inner vitality, warm development, compressibility, tractable and shear modulus, particular warms, can be assessed by utilizing the minute level data produced through recreations [25] .
Mixture parallel computing is one approach for addressing the issues of processor-hungry molecular dynamics recreation. Its columns depend on basic heterogeneous processing framework, climate CPU/GPU blend, or Intel's Xeon Phi coprocessor. Heterogeneous figuring refers to frameworks that use more than one sort of processors. These are multicenter frameworks that pick up execution by including centers, as well as by fusing specific preparing abilities to handle specific assignments. Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) frameworks use various processor sorts (typically CPUs and Intel Phi coprocessors), for the most part on similar silicon pass on, to give you the best of both spaces. First is vector handling; aside from its outstanding parallel preparing abilities, it can likewise perform numerically concentrated calculations on huge information sets. Second is CPUs that can run the practical framework and perform conventional serial undertakings [26, 27] .
Seven frameworks on the top 500 rundowns were at that point utilizing the Intel chip. The top supercomputers, Intel's quickening agent share is still a minute, machines utilizing Nvidia's GPUs dwarf, those with Intel's coprocessors 31 to 11. Tianhe-2 has significantly affected the scene. In the event of counting up all the peta-tumbles on the rundown, "the collected execution conveyed by Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors is currently greater than the execution conveyed by GPU quickening agents," says Intel representative Radoslaw Walczyk. "It is a major win," says Sergis Mushell, an examiner at the innovation inquiries about firm Gartner. Intel's chips contain up to 61 centers and are assembled utilizing the organization's 22-nanometer fabricating process, which is an era in front of the opposition. The organization says its coprocessors have a couple of focal points over GPGPUs: they can work freely of CPUs and they do not require a unique code to program [28] .
Intel gives C and C++ languages compiler to Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. OpenCL is summed up design for programming accessible on all top-of-the-line gadgets (mobile GPUs, AMD GPUs, Intel gadgets). C and C++ languages are recommended to meet the necessities of hybrid parallel computing as its streamlining instruments, for example, V Tune is likewise accessible by Intel to upgrade our application [27, 29, 30 ].
An amazing drive field, situated on the atomistic depiction of the silicon dioxide statement on a melted silica substrate, has been produced and connected to the subatomic element recreation with the GROMACS bundle. The legitimacy of the created recreation approach is checked utilizing nuclear bunches comprising up to 106 molecules and having trademark measurements of up to 30 nm. The C and C++ languages advancement apparatus is bundled with Intel Composer XE. This bundle incorporates the libraries, debuggers, and the compilers. It has instruments to fabricate the offload and cross-incorporated form of the hotspot for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. It perceives compiler-upheld punctuation and its utilization concerning Intel Xeon Phi [30, 31] . The OpenCL Applications XE 2013 R2 uses Intel SDK for a product advancement environment for OpenCL applications for Intel Xeon processors and Intel Xeon Phi6 coprocessors [31] . The SDK gives documentation, improvement devices, and the OpenCL 1.2 runtime for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors and Intel Xeon processors. The Intel SDK for OpenCL Applications XE 2013 for Linux is utilized. The SDK bolsters both the Intel Xeon server and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is the main item given, Intel Much Integrated Core Architecture (Intel MIC engineering), and it targets HPC sections, for example, oil [35] . High computational tasks have been accomplished through hardware solution which is costly. The proposed solution is software based, one which comprises virtual machines having a hypervisor installed in it and programming utilities/software to execute the required computations. This software is installed on the VMware machines to run the distributed computational task.
Proposed Mobile Cloud Methodology
The function "double calcBondStrechTerms (int begin, int finished)" takes two integer variables "start" and "end" as input and calculates results as a variable type double. The required parameters and constants are obtained from a file named "amber parameters." It uses the parameters mentioned in Table 2 .
The function is implemented and mentioned as "double calcAngleBendTerms (int begin, int finished)" in our code. This function takes the two integer variables "start" and "end" as input and calculates results as variable type double. Another function "calcDHAngleterms (int begin, int finished)" is mentioned as "double type." This function takes the two integer variables "start" and "end" as input and calculates results as a variable type double. The required parameters and constants are obtained from a file named "amber parameters." It uses the parameters mentioned in Table 3 from the parameters required to calculate the dihedral angle terms and half nonbonded terms as mentioned in Table 3 .
The function "double calcHalf NBterms (int begin, int finished)" takes the two integer variables "start" and "end" as input and calculates results as a variable type double. The function named as "double calcNBterms (int begin, int finished)" takes the two integer variables "begin" and "finished" as input and calculates results as a variable type double. Another function that is mentioned as "double calcHBterms (int begin, int finished)" in our code takes the two integer variables "begin" and "finished" as input and calculates results The partial value of energy due to dihedral angle terms is calculated and stored in it (6) "coulombFactor" It is calculated using permittivity and permittivity scale and a constant value 116
All the four values of half nonbonded terms according to functional form (8) "chargei" Value of charge on atom i (9) "chargej" Value of charge on atom j (10) "coordinates [atomix3]" , , coordinates of atom stored in array as a variable type double. Both functions required parameters and constants obtained from a file named "zamberparameters." This program can run as multiple processes on different cores of coprocessor and processor.
Experimental Equipment and Setup
Our experimental setup mainly up consists of the following hardware and software: the 2x laptops having Core i5 and Core i7 with VMware Workstation software and 1x WiFi network connection as shown in Figure 4 . All these systems have Linux OPEN SUSE as the operating system on machines with NetBeans Development toolkit for the AMBER calculations. Experimental Setup details are given in Table 6 : In the proposed solution, there are two laptops Core i5 and Core i7. There are five virtual machines (VMs) on two laptops and details are shown in Table 4 . The hardware details of the machines are given in Table 6 . The hardware and associated software are mentioned for the user understanding. The server is the central machine that distributes multiple tasks to various clients through MPI.
Open MPI is the core resource to distribute multiple tasks to various clients attached to the server of the virtual network. All machines have their SSH keys shared among one another to achieve passwordless connection to each machine for calculations. VMware assigns hardware resources to machines. NetBeans is installed on server for program compilation and execution. The screen of the server distributed computational process over the computing nodes as shown in Figure 5 . Linux Open SUSE OS is installed on each machine as a hypervisor. All machines are on the same network, that is, 192.168.2.0/42. VMs are connected through a virtual switch; in response, all clients send their tasks results to the main server. The server then calculates the Grande total result received from all clients. Computation node with completion time, CPU, PID, and memory is shown in Figure 5 .
Results and Discussion of HPCC
High-performance cloud computing is an advanced technique that relies on virtualization and parallelism. To simulate this technique, multiple VMs are created in the simulated cloud. Resources are assigned to these VMs. One of the machines is the core machine named as a server. In Table 5 , the comparison is being made among various solutions for molecular dynamics calculations. The comparison is carried out by HPC with Biomer. Biomer is software that runs on the single machine and lacks parallel mechanism like MPI. Hybrid parallel computing is a hybrid parallel technique that uses multiple hardware processing cores along Intel MPI to reduce the time for molecular dynamic tasks calculation. It splits and distributes tasks to other submachines named as clients. Clients in response send their result to the server. Table 5 shows that HPCC has much lower time as compared to the previous method.
The experiment consists of multiple numbers of processes like 1, 2, 12, 57, and 58. These numbers have been taken from HPC for apple to apple comparison. It also shows that, as none of processes increases, time for calculating tasks reduces just because of parallel techniques as shown in Figure 6 . In Table 6 , there is the comparison of hardware resources used in HPCC and HPC solution. Hybrid parallel computing (HPC) is much resource consuming as compared to highperformance cloud computing which is based on virtualization. HPC hardware is much costly as compared to HPCC. Table 6 shows that HPCC mostly relies on software as compared to HPC which relies on costly hardware. The processing time has been obtained by executing the same energy calculation, and complexity of Biomer Java-based software is 5073 sec which is reduced to hundreds of seconds by using cloud computing in combination with parallel computing. It is because Biomer software is Java-based and runs as a single process without using the mechanism of the parallelism. It has further to reduce calculation time by increasing number of process and machines resources. Figure 7 shows the comparative result of HPCC and HPC techniques. It would get more efficient result by increasing number of the process to be run using parallelism and using high-end desktop machines and optimized network media. In another comparison depicted in Figure 8 , when number of processes has been increased to 100% of previous value, calculation time is reduced to 50% of previous value. Values for number of processes are 10, 20, 40, and 80, processing time is reduced to one-half of previous value, and efficiency is increased to 100% as shown by the graph in Figure 8 .
If is the number of processes to be selected for calculation and is the calculation time for number of processes of the previous value, then will be calculated through the equation = (1/2) . Figure 8 shows that when number of process increased up to double of the previous value, its calculation time is reduced up to 1/2 of the previous value of calculation time. The result is verified in has Windows OS and VMs have open SUSE Linux flavour. Open MPI is used for the parallel tool. HPCC mostly relies on software as compared to HPC which relies on costly hardware.
Conclusion and Future Work
It is concluded from this research that big data in the field of molecular dynamics is a high computational task and requires large computational resources and advanced techniques to meet the requirements. Data can be extracted, processed, and analyzed in AMBER required cloud computing techniques which are suitable for the parallel execution of tasks. It provides flexibility and scalability of resources for calculation of heavy computational tasks. It is a homogeneous mobile cloud platform consisting of laptops and virtual machines as processing nodes in combination with dynamic parallelism. Multiple numbers of processes have been chosen at run time to distribute the task among the computing nodes. Message Passing Interface is used to attain task-based and data-based parallelism. It used shared hardware resources for VMs for achieving better results. In future high-end mobile and smartphone using fast and efficient networking media can be used for better results. MPI can further be tuned and programmed for dynamic parallelism. MPI can also be integrated with another Linux flavours as well. Moreover, it is also implementable for the big data for the enterprises and analytics.
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